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TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1992

3:00 P.M. REGISTRATION
6:00 P.M. ASC EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING (ORLEANS)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1992

7:00 - 6:30 REGISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM FOYER)
2:00 - 5:00 STUDENT HOSPITALITY ROOM (SUITE 1096)
2:00 - 5:00 PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (INTERNATIONAL)
2:00 - 5:00 BOOK EXHIBIT (INTERNATIONAL)
6:30 - 8:00 PRESIDENTIAL RECEPTION FOR STUDENTS (UNIVERSITY)

8:00 - 9:15 PANEL SESSIONS

1. (90127) RESEARCH ON DETERMINANTS OF DELINQUENCY (EMERALD)
2. (90102) PERSPECTIVES ON CORPORATE AND ENVIRONMENTAL CRIME (UNIVERSITY)
3. (90101) MACRO-LEVEL ANALYSES OF CRIME (EXPLORERS)
4. (75105A) PROSECUTORIAL AND JUDICIAL DISCRETION: DECISIONS AND POLICY IN PRE-TRIAL PROCEEDINGS (GOLD ROOM)
5. (70101) VICTIMS OF CRIME: RESTITUTION; RECONCILIATION; AND ASSISTANCE (BAYOU I)
6. (61604) RATIONALITY, RACE AND JUSTICE FOR JUVENILES (BAYOU II)
7. (91303) WORKSHOP: TEACHING COURSES ON WOMEN AND CRIME (WILDCATTER) (Sponsored by the Division on Women and Crime)
8. (40118) THE FOREGROUND OF CRIMINALITY (CREOLE)
9. (901371) QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF JUDICIAL PROCESSES: PART I (REX)
10. (25120) LAW ENFORCEMENT AND THE ENVIRONMENT OF CRIME (ORLEANS)
11. (45120) RELEVANCE OF COMPARATIVE, HISTORICAL, CROSS-CULTURAL RESEARCH (LOYOLA)
12. (70111) COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY CAMPUSES: VIOLENCE AND FEAR 101 (TULANE)
13. (45201) ROUNDTABLE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN MONEY LAUNDERING: VARIATIONS IN NATIONAL LEGISLATION AND ATTITUDES AND CONFLICTS IN INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION (CHANCELLOR’S)
14. (45108) ISSUES IN CRIME AND JUSTICE IN CONTEMPORARY EASTERN EUROPE (DIRECTOR’S)

9:30 - 10:45 PANEL SESSIONS

15. (90130) MEDIA AND THE CRIME PHENOMENON (GRAND)
17. (80106) AN ATTEMPT TO UNDERSTAND INTRA-RACIAL/ETHNIC VIOLENCE (UNIVERSITY)
18. (40104) DIFFERENTIAL ASSOCIATION: REEVALUATING THE CONTRIBUTIONS (EXPLORERS)
19. (70102) VICTIMS OF CRIME: POLICY AND TRENDS (GOLD)
20. (91101) WOMEN'S USE OF FIREARMS FOR DEFENSE (BAYOU I)
21. (65106) ISSUES IN FEMINIST CRIMINOLOGY (BAYOU II)
22. (60104) DRUG TREATMENT WITHIN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: A COMPREHENSIVE EVALUATION (BAYOU III)
23. (50104) LOOK FORWARD OR STAND STILL? THE CRITICS SPEAK OUT (BAYOU IV)
24. (91303) WORKSHOP: TEACHING COURSES ON WOMEN AND CRIME (WILDCATTER) (Sponsored by the Division on Women and Crime)
25. (40117) STRAIN, CONTROL AND DETERRENCE: TESTING THEORIES WITH JAPANESE DATA CRIME (CREOLE)
26. (15117) EMPIRICAL TESTS OF THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES ON DELINQUENCY CAUSATION (REX)
27. (10111) APPLYING SANCTIONS AND TECHNOLOGY TO WHITE COLLAR CRIME (ORLEANS)
28. (45125) RESEARCH ON JUSTICE ISSUES IN CHINA (LOYOLA)
29. (30103) DETERRENCE (TULANE)
30. (20108) THE RISK OF BECOMING OR CONTINUING TO BE AN OFFENDER: MEASURES AND MODELS (CHANCELLOR’S)
31. (70112) VICTIMOLOGY: THEORETICAL ISSUES (DIRECTOR’S)

11:00 - 12:15 PLENARY SESSION I (GRAND)

32. (95001) EDWIN H. SUTHERLAND AWARD PRESENTATION AND ADDRESS
   Lee Robins, Washington University
   "Antisocial Personality and Crime--Separable or Synonymous"
THORSTEN SELLIN AND SHELDON & ELEANOR GLUECK AWARD PRESENTATION AND ADDRESS

John Braithwaite, Australian National University
"Reintegrative Shaming and Criminological Praxis: Recent Innovations in New Zealand and Australia"

12:15 - 1:30  PANEL SESSIONS

33. (85119) QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENTS OF INTERVENTION PROGRAMS FOR OFFENDERS (GRAND)
34. (91122) THE DRUG USE FORECASTING PROGRAM: DRUG USE AMONG ARRESTEES (EMERALD)
35. (60101) PREDICTION OF DRUG ABUSE AND CRIME (UNIVERSITY)
36. (65108) GENDER DIFFERENCES IN CRIME (EXPLORERS)
37. (901372) QUANTITATIVE STUDIES OF JUDICIAL PROCESSES: PART II (GOLD)
38. (40106) ECOLOGY, OPPORTUNITY, AND CRIME (BAYOU I)
39. (65107) FEMALE PROSTITUTION (BAYOU II)
40. (91102) CRIMINOLOGY AS A DISCIPLINE AND AS THE SOLUTION TO CRIME: IT'S CHANGING AND NONCHANGING PURPOSES, METHODS, AND THEORIES (BAYOU III)
41. (75107) STRUCTURED SENTENCING: REFORM AND EVALUATION (BAYOU IV)
42. (90143) THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM AND SEX (WILDCATTER)
43. (25119) LOOKING AHEAD: EMERGING ISSUES AND THE POLICE EXECUTIVE (CREOLE)
44. (25116) DATA-DRIVEN POLICY: APPLICATIONS OF RESEARCH TO POLICE MANAGEMENT ISSUES (REX)
45. (10402) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: DANGEROUS GROUND: THE WORLD OF HAZARDOUS WASTE CRIME (ORLEANS)
46. (45202) ROUNDTABLE: THE DYNAMICS OF THE JUDICIARY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCEDURES ACROSS CULTURES (TULANE)
47. (60201) ROUNDTABLE: DRUG TREATMENT RESEARCH AND EVALUATION-AN ASC RESEARCH AGENDA (CHANCELLOR’S)
48. (85121) RESEARCH ISSUES IN STUDIES OF CORRECTIONS (DIRECTOR’S)

1:30 - 2:45  PANEL SESSIONS

49. (75104) DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: PERCEPTIONS AND TREATMENT OF FAMILIES IN CRIMINAL COURTS (GRAND)
50. (15101) DRUG ABUSE AND CRIME IN LONGITUDINAL PERSPECTIVE (EMERALD)
51. (70105) ASSESSING VICTIM RISK (UNIVERSITY)
52. (60122) INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON COCAINE USE AND THE RATIONALITY OF PUBLIC DISCOURSE: PART I (EXPLORERS)
53. (50105) CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES EMPLOYING GENDER IN THE STUDY OF CRIME (GOLD)
54. (75101) THE APPELLATE PROCESS AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (BAYOU I)
55. (40107) NEW LONGITUDINAL FINDINGS FROM THE PITTSBURGH YOUTH STUDY (BAYOU II)
PANEL SESSIONS

67. (75105B) THE NEW AGE OF PROSECUTION: AN OVERVIEW (GRAND)
68. (70103) VICTIMS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT (EMERALD)
69. (90141) PERSPECTIVES ON DELINQUENCY RESEARCH (UNIVERSITY)
70. (60123) INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON COCAINE USE AND THE RATIONALITY OF PUBLIC DISCOURSE: PART II (EXPLORERS)
71. (91103) WOMEN, DRUGS, AND DEVIANCIE (GOLD)
72. (55115) STRATEGIES FOR UNDERSTANDING AND DEALING WITH VIOLENT CONFLICT (BAYOU I)
73. (65109) TEACHING WOMEN AND CRIME: THE CURRICULUM INTEGRATION/FOCUSED COURSE DEBATE (BAYOU II)
74. (45118) COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SPAIN: PART I (BAYOU III)
75. (50101) POWERFUL CRIMES AND POWERLESS VICTIMS (BAYOU IV)
76. (40123) EXPLAINING SOCIETAL REACTION TO CRIME (WILDCATTER)
77. (85202) ROUNDTABLE: DATA MANIPULATION AND COMPUTER BASED RESEARCH (CREOLE)
78. (20109) THE SOCIAL CONTEXTS OF CRIME AND DRUG USE: ALTERNATIVE METHODS, VARYING CONTEXTS (REX)
79. (10110) WHITE COLLAR CRIME AND CORPORATE VICTIMIZATION (ORLEANS)
80. (20110) THE CANADIAN HOMICIDE SURVEY AS A SOURCE OF RESEARCH DATA (LOYOLA)
81. (85201) ROUNDTABLE: SOCIAL SCIENCE: THEORY TO PRACTICE WITH CORRECTIONS STAFF (TULANE)
82. (15102) MULTI-LEVEL PREDICTION OF DELINQUENCY IN INNER-CITY MINORITY ADOLESCENT MALES (CHANCELLOR'S)
83. (10401) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: CRIME IN AMERICA: SOME EXISTING AND EMERGING PROBLEMS (DIRECTOR'S)
84. (91404) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: THE WALL IS STRONG: CORRECTIONS IN LOUISIANA (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)
85. (80109) DISPARATE TREATMENT OF RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (GRAND)
86. (90128) PERSPECTIVES ON THE DEATH PENALTY (EMERALD)
87. (60103) SUBSTANCE ABUSE IN SPECIAL POPULATIONS (UNIVERSITY)
88. (90140) ANALYSES OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE DECISIONS AND POLICY (EXPLORERS)
89. (15104) SOCIO-LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO JUVENILE PROCESSING (GOLD)
90. (90139) PERSPECTIVES ON DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (BAYOU I)
91. (65114) DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT (BAYOU II)
92. (45119) COMPARATIVE CRIMINOLOGY AND SPAIN: PART II (BAYOU III)
93. (10114) NEW FORMS OF ORGANIZED CRIME (BAYOU IV)
94. (85110) ASSESSMENTS OF SHOCK AND BOOT CAMPS (WILDCATTER)
95. (30106) CURRENT RESEARCH ON DETERRENCE AND PREVENTION OF CRIME (CREOLE)
96. (15118) DELINQUENCY AND SCHOOL FACTORS (REX)
97. (10108) ORGANIZED CRIME OF FOREIGN ETHNIC GROUPS (ORLEANS)
98. (15103) SOCIAL CONTROL OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS (LOYOLA)
99. (30105) INTERRUPTED TIME SERIES DESIGNS (TULANE)
100. (15301) WORKSHOP: ANALYZING JUVENILE DELINQUENCY AND THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM WITH DATA FROM THE NATIONAL JUVENILE COURT DATA ARCHIVE (CHANCELLOR'S)
101. (50103) ECO-CRITICAL THINKING IN ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND ETHICS (DIRECTOR'S)
102. (91600) THE PRIVATIZATION COMPLEX: PUNISHMENT, SECURITY AND CORRECTIONS (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)

6:00-7:30 PRESIDENTIAL RECEPTION FOR STUDENTS (UNIVERSITY)

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1992

7:30 - 6:30 REGISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM FOYER)
7:00 - 9:00 ISRD MEETING (PRESIDENT'S ROOM)
8:00 - 11:30 DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME BUSINESS MEETING (BLUE ROOM)
8:30 - 11:00 COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY ANDERSON PUBLISHING COMPANY (INTERNATIONAL)
8:30 - 6:00 BOOK EXHIBIT (INTERNATIONAL)
9:00 - 5:00 PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (INTERNATIONAL)
9:00 - 5:00 STUDENT HOSPITALITY ROOM (SUITE 1096)
12:15 - 1:30 DIVISION ON INTERNATIONAL CRIMINOLOGY LUNCHEON AND BUSINESS MEETING (BLUE ROOM)

12:15 - 1:30 1993 PROGRAM COMMITTEE LUNCHEON (MARSH McCLELLAN CONFERENCE CENTER)

4:00 - 6:00 DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING (PRESIDENT’S ROOM)

4:30 - 5:45 ICE CREAM SOCIAL (INTERNATIONAL)

4:30 - 6:00 DIVISION OF CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING (MAYOR’S CHAMBERS)

6:00-7:00 NO HOST COCKTAIL RECEPTION (IMPERIAL)

8:00 - 9:15 PANEL SESSIONS

103. (80103) INSTITUTIONAL BARRIERS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE: A FOCUS ON RACE (GRAND)

104. (70110) ESTIMATING RISKS AND OUTCOMES WITH NATIONAL CRIME VICTIMIZATION SURVEY DATA (EMERALD)

105. (70104) FEAR OF CRIME (UNIVERSITY)

106. (40109) SOCIAL INTEGRATION AND DELINQUENCY (EXPLORERS)

107. (60116) SOCIAL/INDIVIDUAL PERSPECTIVES ON DRUG ABUSE AND CRIME (GOLD)

108. (60110) PREDICTING PSYCHOACTIVE DRUG USE (BAYOU I)

109. (91111) DRUG TREATMENT AND THE CJS: RESEARCH IN PROGRESS (BAYOU II)

110. (91110) REHABILITATION WORKS: A LOOK AT THE EVIDENCE (BAYOU III)

111. (40110) ASSESSING THE GENERAL THEORY OF CRIME (BAYOU IV)

112. (91107) GUN CONTROL: CONTITUTIONAL AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES (WILDCATTER)

113. (15106) POST-ADJUDICATION PROCESSING OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS (CREOLE)

114. (50106) RESEARCH BY PRO-FEMINIST MEN (REX)

115. (30107) CURRENT RESEARCH ON DETERRENCE AND INCAPACITATION (ORLEANS)

116. (75102) CONTEXTUAL AND COMMUNITY INFLUENCES ON SENTENCING (LOYOLA)

117. (70107) VICTIM RELATED ISSUES (TULANE)

118. (45124) INSTITUTIONAL CARE FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENTS IN SWEDEN (CHANCELLOR’S)

119. (40116) SOCIAL LEARNING, CONTROL, AND CRIME (DIRECTOR’S)

9:30 - 10:45 PANEL SESSIONS

120. (80102) THE URBAN EXPERIENCES OF RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES: A CASE OF THE INNER CITY BLUES (GRAND)

121. (95202) FEATURE PANEL: FEDERAL FUNDING (EMERALD)
122. (60102) COMMUNITY-BASED SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
    (UNIVERSITY)
123. (25201) ROUNDTABLE: FUTURE ISSUES IN POLICING (EXPLORERS)
124. (90112) FOLLOW-UP STUDIES OF OFFENDER GROUPS (GOLD)
125. (60111) ALTERNATIVE POLICY PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCHOACTIVE
    DRUGS (BAYOU I)
126. (85105) SERVICE PROVISION IN COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS (BAYOU
    (BAYOU II)
127. (40108) THE CONSEQUENCES OF SOCIETAL REACTION (BAYOU III)
128. (50107) EMERGING FIELDS OF SUBJECT-IDENTITY FORMATION:
    CRITICAL APPROACHES TO THE CRIMINOLOGICAL KNOWLEDGE-
    BASE (BAYOU IV)
129. (15121) THEORY AND PRACTICE IN JUVENILE JUSTICE REFORM
    (WILDCATTER)
130. (80104) THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS ON RACE AND CRIME (CREOLE)
131. (60113) DRUG USERS IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEMS, PART I (REX)
132. (90110) PERSPECTIVES ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE KNOWLEDGE
    (ORLEANS)
133. (85115) ASSESSING AND MANAGING THE SOCIAL ORGANIZATION OF
    PRISONS (LOYOLA)
134. (45102) PREVENTION OF AND RESPONSE TO CRIME IN EUROPE
    (TULANE)
135. (45101) ALCOHOL AND CRIME (CHANCELLOR’S)
136. (85112) ALTERNATIVES TO TRADITIONAL ADJUDICATION AND
    SENTENCING (DIRECTOR’S)

11:00 - 12:15  PANEL SESSIONS

137. (90117) NEW THEORETICAL VIEWPOINTS IN CRIMINOLOGY (GRAND)
138. (91302) FEATURE PANEL: RESEARCH AND CRIME POLICY:
    CONSIDERING ASC’S ROLE (EMERALD)
139. (91301) WORKSHOP: GRANTS WRITING: CONCERNS CONFRONTING
    CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATORS (UNIVERSITY)
140. (70108) EXPLORING ISSUES OF VICTIMIZATION USING THE NATIONAL
    CRIME VICTIMIZATION SURVEY (EXPLORERS)
141. (55105) GUNS AND VIOLENCE (GOLD)
142. (55104) ETHNICITY AND GANGS (BAYOU I)
143. (50108) UNEMPLOYMENT, MARGINAL LABOR, CRIME AND
    PUNISHMENT (BAYOU II)
144. (85113) WOMEN AND THE CORRECTIONAL PROCESS (BAYOU III)
145. (25108) POLICE DECISIONS: CONSEQUENCES OF WORKING THE
    STREET (BAYOU IV)
146. (40119) RENEWAL OF STRAIN/ANOMIE THEORY (WILDCATTER)
147. (15119) JUVENILE DETENTION: CRITICAL ISSUES AND RELATED
    RESEARCH (CREOLE)
148. (91311) IN MEMORIUM: A PANEL CELEBRATING THE CONTRIBUTIONS
    OF JEROME HALL (REX)
149. (60202) ROUNDTABLE: PRINCETON WORKING GROUP ON THE
    FUTURE OF DRUG USE AND ALTERNATIVES TO DRUG PROHIBITION
    (ORLEANS)
150. (65102) GENDER AND IMAGES OF CRIME (LOYOLA)
151. (45103) EUROPEAN RESEARCH AND AMERICAN LESSONS (TULANE)
152. (70113) VICTIMIZATION: SOME GENERAL ISSUES (CHANCELLOR’S)
153. (80202) ROUND TABLE: MINORITIES AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM: COURSE DEVELOPMENT, ORGANIZATION AND READINGS (DIRECTOR’S)

12:15 - 1:30  DIVISION ON INTERNATIONAL CRIMINOLOGY LUNCHEON AND BUSINESS MEETING (BLUE ROOM)

12:15 - 1:30  1993 PROGRAM COMMITTEE LUNCHEON MEETING (MARSH MCCLELLAN CONFERENCE CENTER)

12:15 - 1:30  STUDENT AFFAIRS SESSION

154. (92104) IF I COULD DO IT ALL OVER AGAIN ... (SUITE 1096)

1:30 - 2:45  PANEL SESSIONS

155. (40101) FEATURE PANEL: NEW DIRECTIONS IN THEORETICAL INTEGRATION (GRAND)

156. (60119) BEYOND THE CITIES: SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONSEQUENCES IN NON-URBAN SETTINGS (EMERALD)

157. (70106) CONSEQUENCES AND PREVENTION OF CHILDHOOD VICTIMIZATION (UNIVERSITY)

158. (15122) MINORITIES AND JUVENILE JUSTICE: RESEARCH ADDRESSING THE JUVENILE JUSTICE AND DELINQUENCY PREVENTION ACT MANDATE (EXPLORERS)

159. (91112) SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND CRIME: ADVANCES IN THEORY, METHOD AND DATA (GOLD)

160. (91135) FUNDING FOR CRIMINOLOGICAL RESEARCH AT THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION (BAYOU I)

161. (91126) ABORIGINAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE: CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN CANADA (BAYOU II)

162. (15105) JUVENILE DELINQUENCY: FURTHER RESEARCH ON THE ROLE OF FAMILY (BAYOU III)

163. (80101) MINORITY WOMEN AND CRIME (BAYOU IV) (Sponsored by the Women Color Task Force of the Division of Women and Crime)

164. (90118) ANALYSES OF GANG MEMBERSHIP (WILDCATTER)

165. (91109) POLICE DESIGN AGAINST CRIME: EXAMPLES OF PROBLEM SOLVING (CREOLE)

166. (60114) DRUG USERS IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEMS, PART II (REX)

167. (10112) WHITE COLLAR CRIME IN BUSINESS, INDUSTRY, AND GOVERNMENT (ORLEANS)

168. (85118) AIDS IN AMERICA'S PRISONS: A PROBLEM THAT HAS NOT GONE AWAY (LOYOLA)

169. (91401) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: POINT BLANK: GUNS AND VIOLENCE IN AMERICA (TULANE)

170. (85120) PAROLE: DECISION MAKING AND SUPERVISION (CHANCELLOR’S)

171. (80201) ROUND TABLE: CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAMS AT HISTORICALLY BLACK COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES (HBCU): CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE (DIRECTOR’S)
1:30 - 2:45 STUDENT AFFAIRS SESSION

172. (92103) THE NIJ FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS: POST-DOCTORATES AND VISITING FELLOWS—LINKING NIJ PLANS TO PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT (SUITE 1096)

3:00 - 4:15 THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION I (GRAND)

173. (95002) THE PRESIDENT'S CRIME COMMISSION AND RESEARCH: TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF PROGRESS

4:30 - 5:45 PANEL SESSIONS

174. (91105) FEATURE PANEL: THE PRESIDENT'S CRIME COMMISSION 25 YEARS LATER: PART I (EMERALD)
175. (65201) ROUNDTABLE: BLACK WOMEN: CRIME AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (UNIVERSITY)
176. (60115) DRUG USERS IN THE JUSTICE SYSTEMS, III (EXPLORERS)
177. (60112) ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF CRACK MARKETS (GOLD)
178. (50109) CRITICAL PERSPECTIVES ON CRIME (BAYOU I)
179. (55106) CHILDREN AND GUNS (BAYOU II)
180. (65110) WOMEN AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE (BAYOU III)
181. (85109) ASSESSMENTS OF INTENSIVE PROBATION SUPERVISION (BAYOU IV)
182. (25109) PLANNING, MANAGEMENT, AND ASSESSMENT OF COMMUNITY POLICING (WILDCATTER)
183. (25110) DIFFERENTIAL PERSPECTIVES ON THE MEANING AND USE OF FORCE (CREOLE)
184. (40103) THE FUTURE OF INDIVIDUAL THEORIES AND PERSPECTIVES (REX)
185. (45105) COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (ORLEANS)
186. (91108) THE POLITICS OF CRIME AND PUNISHMENT (LOYOLA)
188. (15120) CHILD MALTREATMENT, DELINQUENCY, AND VIOLENCE (CHANCELLOR'S)
189. (91130) RECENT FINDINGS FROM B.J.S. STATISTICAL SERIES (DIRECTOR'S)

4:30 - 5:45 ICE CREAM SOCIAL (INTERNATIONAL)

4:30 - 6:00 DIVISION OF CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY BUSINESS MEETING (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)

6:00 - 7:00 NO HOST COCKTAIL HOUR (IMPERIAL)

7:00 DISCUSSION GROUP

190. NEWS COVERAGE OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISSUES IN THE 1992 PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN (EXPLORERS)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:30 - 5:00</td>
<td>REGISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM FOYER)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:30</td>
<td>ASC BUSINESS MEETING (BLUE ROOM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>DIVISION OF CRITICAL CRIMINOLOGY STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING (PRESIDENT'S ROOM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 - 12:00</td>
<td>COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY WADWORTH PUBLISHING COMPANY (INTERNATIONAL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30 - 4:30</td>
<td>BOOK EXHIBIT (INTERNATIONAL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT SERVICE (INTERNATIONAL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00 - 5:00</td>
<td>STUDENT HOSPITALITY ROOM (SUITE 1096)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 - 11:15</td>
<td>IASOC MEETING (BLUE ROOM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 - 12:00</td>
<td>INTERORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING (REGENTS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00 - 2:00</td>
<td>ASA SECTION ON CRIME, LAW AND DEVIANCE MEETING (PRESIDENT'S ROOM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 - 1:30</td>
<td>DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME LUNCHEON (CHATEAU LEMOYNE, HOLIDAY INN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15 - 1:30</td>
<td>N.I.J. LUNCHEON (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00 - 4:15</td>
<td>BRITISH HOME OFFICE TEA (BLUE ROOM)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6:00 - 7:30</td>
<td>PRESIDENTIAL RECEPTION (IMPERIAL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00 - 9:15</td>
<td>PANEL SESSIONS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**191. (70109) STATISTICAL METHODS FOR THE NATIONAL CRIME VICTIMIZATION SURVEY (GRAND)**
**192. (60109) PERSPECTIVES ON DRUG/CRIME RESEARCH FUNDING (EMERALD)**
**193. (45115) THE POLITICS OF CRIME IN CANADA (UNIVERSITY)**
**194. (55110) EXPLAINING HOMICIDE RATES AND TRENDS (EXPLORERS)**
**195. (40111) EMPIRICAL STUDIES OF CRIME CAUSATION (GOLD)**
**196. (40115) SELF-CONTROL THEORY: IMPLICATIONS AND APPLICATIONS (BAYOU I)**
**197. (25301) WORKSHOP: VICTIMS OF VIOLENCE: THE EXPERIENTIAL PERSPECTIVE OF DOUG AND KRIS WELLS AS INTENDED VICTIMS OF A SERIAL MURDER (BAYOU II)**
198. (55108) HOMICIDE IN BLACK AND WHITE (BAYOU II)
199. (45112) FEMALE OFFENDERS (BAYOU IV)
200. (50201) ROUNDTABLE: ISSUES IN PEACEMAKING CRIMINOLOGY: LINKING THE STRUCTURAL AND THE PERSONAL (WILDCATTER)
201. (40202) ROUNDTABLE: DIFFERENTIAL OPPRESSION: A NEW UNDERSTANDING OF PROBLEM YOUTH (CREOLE)
202. (20119) COLLABORATING WITH CRIMINALS: THE METHODOLOGY OF ETHNOGRAPHIC LIFE HISTORIES (REX)
203. (15107) RECENT FINDINGS ON JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (ORLEANS)
204. (45106) INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ON FEMINISM AND CRIME (LOYOLA)
205. (20121) METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES REGARDING MEDIA AND CRIME (TULANE)
206. (15111) DELINQUENCY AND VICTIMIZATION (CHANCELLOR’S)
207. (10301) WORKSHOP: ETHNIC LINKAGE AND CULTURAL BRIDGES IN NON-TRADITIONAL CRIMINAL GROUPS (DIRECTOR’S)

9:30 - 10:45  THEMATIC PLENARY SESSION II (GRAND)

208. (95003) THE PRESIDENT’S CRIME COMMISSION: A 25-YEAR PERSPECTIVE

11:00 - 12:15  PANEL SESSIONS

209. (65103) WOMEN IN JAILS/PRISONS (GRAND)
210. (91106) FEATURE PANEL: THE PRESIDENT’S CRIME COMMISSION 25 YEARS LATER: PART II (EMERALD)
211. (85108) CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS AT WORK (UNIVERSITY)
212. (91120) EVALUATING REFORM STRATEGIES IN SENTENCING AND CORRECTIONS: A CASE STUDY (EXPLORERS)
213. (40114) EXPLAINING JUVENILE DELINQUENCY (GOLD)
214. (40112) SOCIAL CONTROL, COMMUNITY, AND ADULT CRIMINALITY (BAYOU I)
215. (55107) GUN CONTROL CRITIQUES (BAYOU II)
216. (60107) RISK-BASED PREVENTION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE: FIELD TESTS OF THREE APPROACHES (BAYOU III)
217. (45114) HISTORY OF CORRECTIONS (BAYOU IV)
218. (20301) WORKSHOP: HOMICIDE RESEARCH WORKING GROUP (WILDCATTER)
219. (25107) CRITICAL ISSUES/CRITICAL DECISIONS IN THE PRACTICE OF POLICING (CREOLE)
220. (91125) STUDYING AND RESPONDING TO HATE/BIAS CRIMES (REX) (Co-sponsored by the Lesbian Issues Task Force and the Women of Color Task Force of the Division of Women and Crime)
221. (35402) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: THE GEOMETRY OF VIOLENCE AND DEMOCRACY (ORLEANS)
222. (45107) COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS (LOYOLA)
223. (20118) POLICY AND PRISON POPULATION: METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES (TULANE)
224. (90125) CHILD MALTREATMENT AND DELINQUENCY (CHANCELLOR’S)
225. (80105) PROCESSING NATIVE AMERICANS THROUGH THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (DIRECTOR’S)
12:15 - 1:30  DIVISION ON WOMEN AND CRIME LUNCHEON
CHATEAU LEMOYNE, HOLIDAY INN

12:15 - 1:30  N.I.J. LUNCHEON (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)

12:15 - 1:30  STUDENT AFFAIRS SESSION

226. (92102) HOW TO PREPARE FOR AN ACADEMIC JOB INTERVIEW: THE HIDDEN AGENDA (SUITE 1096)

1:30 - 2:45  PANEL SESSIONS

227. (65104) GENDER AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE OUTCOMES (GRAND)
228. (60108) STUDIES SUPPORTING DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONS DRUG CONTROL STRATEGY REPORT (EMERALD)
229. (20111) BUDDY, CAN YOU PARADIGM: NEW RESEARCH DESIGNS FOR THE NEXT CENTURY: PART I (UNIVERSITY)
230. (55114) VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (EXPLORERS)
231. (91116) ASIAN GANGS: RECENT TRENDS AND ISSUES (GOLD)
232. (40113) CLASS, STRAIN, AND CRIME (BAYOU I)
233. (25105) THE RECIPROCITY OF POLICE PATROL: MEASUREMENT AND ACCOUNTABILITY (BAYOU II)
234. (85107) VIOLENCE IN PRISONS (BAYOU III)
235. (91115) UNITED NATIONS RESEARCH IN CRIME AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE (BAYOU IV)
236. (91124) NIJ RESEARCH ON GANGS: OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM (WILDCATTER)
237. (15110) PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE SINS AND MISFORTUNES OF THEIR CHILDREN (CREOLE)
238. (PRG) PRISON RESEARCHERS WORKING GROUP (REX)
239. (15113) RESEARCH ON PREVENTIVE DELINQUENCY (ORLEANS)
240. (10115) NEW DYNAMICS OF ORGANIZATIONAL CRIME (LOYOLA)
241. (91204) MEET THE EDITORS, PART I (TULANE)
242. (30101) SITUATIONAL PREVENTION: CASE STUDIES (CHANCELLOR'S)
243. (45401) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: POWER, IDEOLOGY, AND THE WAR ON DRUGS: NOTHING SUCCEEDS LIKE FAILURE (DIRECTOR'S)

1:30 - 2:45  STUDENT AFFAIRS SESSION

244. (92101) SURVIVING THE PH.D. EXPERIENCE (SUITE 1096)

3:00 - 4:15  PANEL SESSIONS

245. (75103) CONSTITUTIONAL AND ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES ON DEFENDANTS' PRE-TRIAL RIGHTS (GRAND)
246. (40102) CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN THEORY AND RESEARCH (EMERALD)
247. (20112) BUDDY, CAN YOU PARADIGM: NEW RESEARCH DESIGNS FOR THE NEXT CENTURY: PART II (UNIVERSITY)
248. (60106) EXPLORING ALCOHOL AND VIOLENCE RELATIONSHIPS: CONNECTIONS AND DISCONNECTIONS (EXPLORERS)
249. (95201) PLENARY ROUNDTABLE: ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF U.S. DRUG POLICIES: WHAT HAS TOUGHNESS ACCOMPLISHED (GOLD)
250. (45402) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: CRIME CONTROL AS INDUSTRY (BAYOU I)
251. (91128) COMMUNITY POLICING (BAYOU II)
252. (91114) PRISON REFORM: PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE (BAYOU III)
253. (70201) TEACHING VICTIMOLOGY (OPEN FORUM AND DISCUSSION) (BAYOU IV)
254. (91123) NIJ RESEARCH ON Gangs: CAUSES AND CORRELATES OF GANG BEHAVIOR (WILDCATTER)
255. (45113) HISTORICAL AND COMPARATIVE RESEARCH ON VIOLENCE (CREOLE)
256. (15114) RELEVANCE AND RATIONALITY OF DEVELOPMENT IN JUVENILE JUSTICE (REx)
257. (25303) WORKSHOP: VIOLENCE IN AMERICA: RESEARCH AND TRENDS (ORLEANS)
258. (10113) ENVIRONMENTAL CORPORATE CRIME (LOYOLA)
259. (91205) MEET THE EDITORS, PART II (TULANE)
260. (91118) AN AMERICAN-RUSSIAN CRIMINAL JUSTICE CONFERENCE: A REPORT AND A PREDICTION (CHANCELLOR’S)
261. (91119) MARITIME CRIME AND ITS PREVENTION (DIRECTOR’S)

3:00 - 4:15  BRITISH HOME OFFICE TEA (BLUE ROOM)
3:00 - 5:00  ROUNDTABLE SESSION

262. (99999) ROUNDTABLE: CAREER DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN IN ACADEMIC SETTINGS (MAYOR’S CHAMBERS)

4:30 - 5:45  PLENARY SESSION II (GRAND)

AUGUST VOLLMER AWARD PRESENTATION AND ADDRESS
James K. "Chips" Stewart
Booz Allen & Hamilton Inc.

HERBERT BLOCH AWARD PRESENTATION AND ADDRESS
Julius Debro, University of Washington

Presidential Address
Alfred Blumstein, Carnegie Mellon University

6:00 - 7:30  PRESIDENTIAL RECEPTION (IMPERIAL)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1992

7:30 - 5:00  REGISTRATION (INTERNATIONAL BALLROOM FOYER)
8:30 - 5:00  STUDENT HOSPITALITY ROOM (SUITE 1096)
8:30 - NOON   BOOK EXHIBIT (INTERNATIONAL)
8:30 - NOON   COFFEE BREAK SPONSORED BY WEST PUBLISHING COMPANY (INTERNATIONAL)
9:00 - 10:15  JOURNAL OF QUANTITATIVE CRIMINOLOGY BREAKFAST MEETING (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)
1:30          ASC EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING (MARSH McCLELLAN CONFERENCE CENTER)

8:00 - 9:30   PANEL SESSIONS

263. (90109) WOMEN, IDEOLOGY, POLITICS AND CRIME (GRAND)
264. (60120) REACTIONS TO DRUG USE/ABUSE BY ADOLESCENTS AND YOUNG ADULTS: IMPLICATIONS FROM COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTIONAL SAMPLES (EMERALD)
265. (45121) COMPARATIVE CRIMINOLOGY AND LATIN AMERICA (I): GENERAL THEMES (UNIVERSITY)
266. (55101) ATTITUDES AND VIOLENCE (EXPLORERS)
267. (45111) INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH ON POLICE (GOLD)
268. (30102) EARLY PREVENTION OF SUBSTANCE USE AND ABUSE (BAYOU I)
269. (20120) MATCHING, LINKING AND FOLLOWING UP: HOW TO CREATE AND ANALYZE COMPLEX DATASETS (BAYOU II)
270. (90111) CHALLENGES TO ORDER IN PRISONS (BAYOU III)
271. (20115) THE MEANING AND MEASUREMENT OF VIOLENT INCIDENTS AND VIOLENT BEHAVIOR (BAYOU IV)
272. (25117) MANAGING CONFLICT AND CHANGE IN POLICE ORGANIZATIONS: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE POLICE EXECUTIVE (WILDCATTER)
273. (40125) THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CORRECTIONAL INTERVENTIONS (CREOLE)
275. (25112) COPS, GUNS, AND DEADLY OUTCOMES (ORLEANS)
276. (10103) SMOKE AND MIRRORS 2: CORPORATE CRIMINALITY (LOYOLA)
277. (20117) COUNTING CRIMES/COUNTING CRIMINALS (TULANE)
278. (15108) THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM: A VARIETY OF APPROACHES (CHANCELLOR'S)
279. (90131) POLITICS, POLICY, AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (DIRECTOR'S)

9:30 - 10:45   PANEL SESSIONS

280. (80108) FOCUSING ON DISPARITY IN THE JUSTICE PROCESSING OF RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES (GRAND BALLROOM)
281. (60118) EVALUATING SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAMS (EMERALD BALLROOM)
282. (45122) COMPARATIVE CRIMINOLOGY AND LATIN AMERICA (II): PATTERNS OF CRIME AND DEVIANCE (UNIVERSITY)
283. (15109) GANGS IN AMERICA (EXPLORERS)
284. (91129) THE NIJ DRUG MARKET ANALYSIS PROGRAM (GOLD)
285. (90121) LEGAL PROCESS AND THE COURTS (BAYOU I)
286. (91136) GANGS IN THE SCHOOL SYSTEM (BAYOU II)
287. (25101) COMMUNITY POLICING INITIATIVES AND PROBLEM-SOLVING: REFINING THE ISSUES (BAYOU III)
288. (91132) THE CAPITAL JURY PROJECT IN PROGRESS--PERSPECTIVES FORM LAW, CRIMINOLOGY, AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (BAYOU IV)
289. (85104) PRISON INDUSTRIES EVALUATION AND ISSUES (WILDCATTER)
290. (10102) ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY (CREOLE)
291. (15115) EMPIRICAL ANALYSES OF FACTORS AFFECTING JUVENILE CARE DISPOSITION (REX)
292. (40201) ROUNDTABLE: NORMAL CRIME: ETIOLOGY AND CONTROL (ORLEANS)
293. (45109) CRIME IN CHINA, TAIWAN, AND KOREA (LOYOLA)
294. (91203) ROUNDTABLE: WOMEN IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE EDUCATION (TULANE)
295. (91202) ROUNDTABLE: ON THE UTILIZATION OF DEFENSE LAWYERS IN JUVENILE COURT: SOME LEGAL AND EXTRALEGAL IMPLICATIONS FOR JUVENILE OFFENDERS (CHANCELLOR'S)
296. (90120) COMMUNITY CONTEXT OF CRIME (DIRECTOR'S)

10:30 - 11:45  

PANEL SESSION

297. (91602) EDUCATION AND CRIMINOLOGY/CRIMINAL JUSTICE (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)

11:00 - 12:15  

PANEL SESSIONS

298. (80107) USING THE POLICE TO CONTROL RACIAL/ETHNIC MINORITIES (GRAND)
299. (60117) DRUG USE FORECASTING (DUF) DATA IN RESEARCH (EMERALD)
300. (45123) COMPARATIVE CRIMINOLOGY AND LATIN AMERICA (III): CRIMINAL JUSTICE (UNIVERSITY)
301. (55109) PORTRAYALS OF VIOLENCE IN THE MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE (EXPLORERS)
302. (45110) HISTORICAL AND CONTEMPORARY RESEARCH ON STRATEGIES OF CRIME CONTROL IN NORTH AMERICA (GOLD)
303. (35401) AUTHOR MEETS CRITICS: POLICING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE: EXPERIMENTS AND DILEMMAS (BAYOU I)
304. (25113) POLICE DEVIANCE AND CIVILIAN REVIEW (BAYOU II)
305. (25103) RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE POLICING (BAYOU III)
306. (91133) HOW CAPITAL JURORS EXPLAIN THEIR LIFE OR DEATH SENTENCING DECISIONS--IN THEIR OWN WORDS (BAYOU IV)
307. (20102) INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITY CHANGE: CHALLENGES FOR THE STUDY OF CRIME (WILDCATTER)
308. (20103) METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES INVOLVED IN CROSS-NATIONAL RESEARCH: INTERNATIONAL SELF-REPORT DELINQUENCY PROJECT (CREOLE)

309. (85102) SHAPING COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS INTO INTERMEDIATE SANCTIONS (REX)

310. (10104) INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES ON ORGANIZED CRIME (ORLEANS)

311. (20104) METHODS OF INQUIRY: CRIMINAL JUSTICE APPLICATIONS OF QUANTITATIVE METHODS (LOYOLA)

312. (90104) ISSUES IN CRIMINOLOGIST'S PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE (TULANE)

313. (90115) STUDIES OF SPECIALIZED PRISONER GROUPS (CHANCELLOR'S)

314. (90119) STUDIES OF CAMPUS CRIME (DIRECTOR'S)

12:15 - 1:30

PANEL SESSIONS

315. (85116) JUDICIAL INTERVENTION IN CORRECTIONS (GRAND)

316. (90113) DEVELOPMENTS IN POLICING (EMERALD)

317. (85114) CLASSIFICATION AND PREDICTION IN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTIONS (UNIVERSITY)

318. (91104) POLICING--A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE (EXPLORERS)

319. (25106) MAKING DECISIONS AND RESOLVING CONTROVERSIES: THE DIVERSE ROLE RESPONSIBILITIES OF POLICE EXECUTIVES (GOLD)

320. (20113) MEASURING THE SPATIAL AND LOCATIONAL CONTEXT OF CRIME (BAYOU I)

321. (20201) ROUNDTABLE: CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCH AND PUBLIC POLICY: BRIDGING THE GAP (BAYOU II)

322. (40121) STATE OF CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY (BAYOU III)

323. (65111) FEMALE CRIME CROSS-NATIONALLY (BAYOU IV)

324. (40120) NEW DIRECTIONS IN CRIMINOLOGICAL THEORY (WILDCATTER)

325. (25111) APPLICATIONS OF COMMUNITY POLICING IN DIVERSE ENVIRONMENTS: EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS (CREOLE)

326. (15112) THE HIDDEN SYSTEM OF JUVENILE JUSTICE: BROADENING THE SEARCH FOR YOUTHFUL PROBLEM BEHAVIOR (REX)

327. (90138) UNDERSTANDING STREET GANGS (ORLEANS)

328. (55102) FAMILIES, OFFICIAL AGENCIES, PUNISHMENT AND VIOLENT BEHAVIOR (LOYOLA)

329. (55103) GIRLS, GANGS AND VIOLENCE: 'NEW FEMALE OFFENDER' OR MEDIA SENSATIONALISM? (TULANE)

330. (91121) DRUGS AND ALCOHOL: DIVERSION AND TREATMENT (CHANCELLOR'S)

331. (90103) DRUGS AND CRIME AMONG WOMEN OFFENDERS (DIRECTOR'S)

332. (65202) ROUNDTABLE: LESBIANS IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (MAYOR'S CHAMBERS)

1:30 - 2:45

PANEL SESSIONS

333. (90116) TERRORISM AND DRUGS IN INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE (GRAND)
334. (60121) THE NEW ICE AGE: EXPLORING RESEARCH AND ISSUES IN METHAMPHETAMINE USE IN THE 1990'S (EMERALD)
335. (90106) CRIME AND POPULAR CULTURE (UNIVERSITY)
336. (85117) THE CORRECTIONAL CLIENT/CORRECTIONAL WORKER/COMMUNITY NEXUS (EXPLORERS)
337. (90105) THEORY IDEOLOGY AND POLICY IN CRIMINOLOGY (GOLD)
338. (65113) BATTERED WOMEN (BAYOU I)
339. (55111) EXPLORING THE LAW, PATTERNS, AND TRENDS OF HOMICIDE (BAYOU II)
340. (25104) HUMAN RESOURCE ISSUES IN POLICING: CONTINUING CONTROVERSIAS (BAYOU III)
341. (50301) HUMAN JUSTICE COLLECTIVE WORKSHOP (BAYOU IV)
342. (25102) CONTEXTUAL ISSUES IN POLICE HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (WILDCAPPER)
343. (85103) AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO RESEARCH AND POLICY IN NEW YORK CITY: STUDYING JAIL OVERCROWDING TO EFFECTIVELY USE INTERMEDIATE PENALTIES (CREOLE)
344. (20101) LINKING PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC SAFETY DATA (REX)
345. (25115) ALTERNATE EXPERIENCES IN THE PRACTICE OF POLICE PATROL (ORLEANS)
346. (10106) POLITICAL NATURE OF WHITE COLLAR CRIME (LOYOLA)
347. (20105) MEASUREMENT OF CRIMINALITY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN THE NETHERLANDS: 1992 AND BEYOND (TULANE)
348. (45126) CRIME AND REGULATION IN AUSTRALIA (CHANCELLOR'S)
349. (45117) CRIMINAL JUSTICE ISSUES ALONG THE MEXICAN-U.S. BORDER (DIRECTOR'S)

1:30
ASC EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING
(MARSH MCCLELLAN CONFERENCE CENTER)

3:00 - 4:15
PANEL SESSIONS

350. (90123) ANALYSES OF ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATION (GRAND)
351. (90133) DEVELOPMENT AND THE FUTURE OF CRIME (EMERALD)
352. (65101) FEMINIST JURISPRUDENCE (UNIVERSITY)
353. (90122) THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF HATE CRIMES (EXPLORERS)
354. (90114) COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVES ON JUDICIAL PROCESSES (GOLD)
355. (91605) USING COMPUTERS TO TEACH CRIMINOLOGY (BAYOU I)
356. (55113) CAPITAL MURDERS AND CAPITAL PUNISHMENT IN THE UNITED STATES (BAYOU II)
357. (55112) EXPLAINING AND ADDRESSING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (BAYOU III)
358. (65105) OFFENDER PROFILES AND PATTERNS (BAYOU IV)
359. (40122) CRIME AND CRIMINOLOGY IN CONTEXT (WILDCATTER)
360. (20114) MEASURING TREATMENT EXPOSURE IN FIELD EXPERIMENTS (CREOLE)
361. (91113) THE MEDIA AND VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (REX)
362. (91127) MINORITIES: ISSUES IN CORRECTIONS (ORLEANS)
363. (10107) ANTI-TRUST AND SAVINGS AND LOAN PROSECUTIONS (LOYOLA)
364. (20106) MODELS AND MEASURES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM (TULANE)
365. (90124) RESEARCH ON RAPE AND SEXUAL ASSAULT (CHANCELLOR'S)
366. (90129) STUDIES OF JUVENILE CRIME AND JUSTICE (DIRECTOR'S)

4:30 - 5:45  PANEL SESSIONS

367. (90132) ANALYSES OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE SYSTEM (GRAND)
368. (90126) ADVANCES IN THE RESPONSE TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (EMERALD)
369. (85106) PERSPECTIVES ON WORKING IN CORRECTIONS (UNIVERSITY)
370. (75106) REVEALING TRUTH IN THE COURTROOM: JURIES AND TESTIMONY (EXPLORERS)
371. (45116) ORGANIZED CRIME ACROSS CULTURES AND TIME (GOLD)
372. (91201) ROUNDTABLE: FORMAL RATIONALITY AND AMERICAN INDIAN PEOPLE: EXPLORING THE RELEVANCE OF IMPOSED LAW AND JUSTICE (BAYOU I)
373. (25114) DRUG WARS: ALTERNATE POLICE STRATEGIES (BAYOU II)
374. (40105) CRIME AND THE MEDIA (BAYOU III)
375. (65112) FEMALE HOMICIDE OFFENDERS (BAYOU IV)
376. (90134) CROSS-NATIONAL STUDIES OF CRIME (WILDCATTER)
377. (90135) RESEARCH ON POLICING STRATEGIES AND REFORM (CREOLE)
378. (10109) ORGANIZED CRIME IN SMALL CITIES (REX)
379. (85101) EMPIRICAL ASSESSMENTS OF INTERMEDIATE PUNISHMENT STRATEGIES (ORLEANS)
380. (90107) STUDIES OF SPECIFIC OFFENSES AND OFFENDERS (LOYOLA)
381. (90108) NEW APPROACHES TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE (TULANE)
382. (85111) EMERGING POLICY MODELS FOR CORRECTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY (CHANCELLOR'S)
383. (90136) RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN JUDICIAL PROCESSING (DIRECTOR'S)